NOTE
RIO ARRIBA COUNTY IS CURRENTLY UPDATING THE FIRE DISTRICT BOUNDARIES TO REFLECT THE RESOLUTIONS AS ADOPTED BY THE RIO ARRIBA BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS. THIS PROCESS IS NOT COMPLETE THEREFORE THIS IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
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Roads

Classification
COUNTY ROAD
STATE ROAD
US HIGHWAY
RIVERS

Fire District Boundary
NAME

ABIQUIU FD
AGUA SANA FD
ALCALDE FD
BRAZOS CANYON FD
CANJILON FD
CANON PLAZA/VALLECITOS FD
CHAMITA FD
COYOTE FD
DIXON FD
DULCE FD
EL RITO FD
Hernandez
LA MADERA/VALLECTIOS
LA MESILLA (WEST PORTION RESOLUTION NO.8
LA MESILLA FD
LAGUNA VISTA VFD
LINDRITH FD
OJO SARCO FD
SANTA CLARA
TIERRA AMARILLA FD
TRES PIEDRAS FD
TRES PIEDRAS FR (NOT PART)
TRUCHAS FD
VELARDE FD
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